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                         Forest certification in British Columbia

B.C.’s comprehensive forest management laws and regulations are further enhanced by the industry’s widespread participation in rigorous forest certification programs. With more than 41 million hectares of certified forests in B.C., the province has some of the highest rates of forest certification in the world.
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Voluntary Process
What is forest certification?


Forest certification is a voluntary process conducted by an independent third party that assesses the sustainability and quality of a company’s forest management against a set of defined standards. Certification and related product labelling inform customers and the public about wood products that come from certified forests. Forest management certification examines whether an operation meets a specified set of standards, while chain-of-custody certification (sometimes called CoC certification) verifies that certified material is identified or kept separate from non-certified or non-controlled material throughout production, from the forest to the end-user. To label a product as certified, both forest management certification and chain-of-custody certification are required.





 Global leader
76 per cent of B.C.'s forests are certified


Canada and the province of British Columbia were quick to adopt forest certification from its inception nearly two decades ago. Canada accounts for almost 35 per cent of all certified forests globally—the largest of any country worldwide. More than 41 million hectares (76 per cent) of B.C.’s Crown forestland have been certified by one of three bodies. That’s the same amount of certified forests as Norway, Germany, and Sweden combined. 



[image: Skyward view of tall indigenous coniferous trees - Including Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata) and Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), with sun shining through.]


 ENVIRONMENTAL REPUTATION
Meeting the demand for certified forest products 


More and more, businesses and governments have expectations when it comes to the environmental reputation of the paper and wood products they purchase. The B.C. forest sector is meeting this demand through its broad participation in voluntary forest certification programs complemented by the province’s stringent laws and regulations. B.C. accounts for nine per cent of all certified forests in the world. Third-party certification provides additional documented verification that a B.C. forestry company is operating legally, sustainably and meets internationally recognized standards for sustainable forest management. 



[image: Still image of video, used as icon, showing male looking at dual monitors with resource heatmap on left screen and Africa on right screen]


 Certification programs
What forest certification programs are used in British Columbia?


In Canada, there are three third-party certification systems for sustainable forest management: Canadian Standards Association (CSA)*,  Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI).  

Certification programs are endorsed and overseen by one of two independent non-profit organizations: Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), which oversees both endorsement and certification programs. CSA and SFI are recognized by PEFC. 

While there are some differences between each certification program, the three used in B.C.—CSA, FSC and SFI—all promote principles, criteria and objectives based on sustainable forest management, including reforestation, reasonable harvesting quotas and protection of wildlife habitat, soils, water and surrounding ecosystems. 

*CSA:Z809 will soon be withdrawn and is available on a time-limited interim basis to support certification continuity until PEFC Canada publishes their standard.


Learn more

[image: close up of coniferous tree saplings being held in upturned palm of forestry management specialist]


       
            
                     

            

                     

             
                    

                       HOW B.C. STACKS UP
Comparing British Columbia to the World: Forest Regulation and Certification 

B.C.’s world-leading sustainable forest management is backed by rigorous laws and independent third-party forest certification. This was confirmed in a study by Indufor, an international forestry consulting company that examined forest legislation and certification standards in 14 jurisdictions around the world. It shows that B.C.’s laws and legislation cover all of the 16 elements of sustainable forest management that are generally part of voluntary certification standards.
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         Chain of custody
B.C. provides added assurance through certified product labelling 


Increasingly, customers want to know if the wood products they buy come from certified forests. And they can in B.C. through chain-of-custody certification. It is a way to track wood and raw materials that come from B.C.’s certified forests at each stage of a products’ lifecycle—from forest operations and factory fabrication to the end-user or retail floor. It also can be used to track things like the amount of recycled or certified content. The three certification programs used in the province—CSA, FSC and SFI—all offer chain-of-custody certification. The FSC and SFI programs have their own chain-of-custody standards and CSA has adopted the PEFC chain-of-custody standard and PEFC labelling. 
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                       FOREST FACTS
See first-hand which forests in B.C. are certified

This interactive certification map lets you drill down to learn more about which forests are certified, by which company and program.  
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           Tools of the trade


           How technology is evolving BC’s forest industry


           
Forestry, an industry which has been a driving force in the province’s economy for more...
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           n:w explains


           Technology meets tradition


           
As the original inhabitants of the place that today we call British Columbia (BC), First...
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                Stay up to date.

                Subscribe for the latest wood projects, developments, tools and research.

				            

            
				
                
                        	First Name* 

	Last Name* 

	Email*
                            
                        

	Company/Organization 

	Location*Click to Select
BC - Canada
Prairies - Canada
ON - Canada
QC - Canada
Maritimes and Territories - Canada
U.S. West
U.S. South
U.S. Midwest
U.S. Northeast
China
Japan
South Korea
India
Vietnam
Asia - Other
NZ, Australia, and other Oceania
Mexico
Brazil
Other South and Central America
UK/Ireland
Continental Europe
Scandinavia
Africa
Middle East



	Profession/Sector*Click to Select
Architect/Designer/Specifier
Builder/Construction
Developer/Building Owner/Real Estate
Education/Research
Natural Resource Management
Engineer
Public Sector
Insurance/Finance/Legal
Forest Product Manufacturer/Supplier
Buyer/Distributor
Marketing/Media/Communications
Other
Retired



	Consent* I agree to receive emails from naturally:wood and agree to the privacy policy and terms of use located in the website footer. The option to unsubscribe is available each time a newsletter is received.
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                Developed by Forestry Innovation Investment, naturally:wood is a comprehensive information resource
                promoting British Columbia as a global supplier of quality, environmentally-responsible forest products
                from sustainably-managed forests.
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